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Abstract
According to the OPTIMAL (Optimizing Performance Through Intrinsic Motivation
and Attention of Learning) theory of motor learning, enhanced expectancies (EE),
autonomy support (AS), and external focus (EF) augment the coupling of a person’s
actions to intended movement goals. This goal-action coupling is postulated to boost a
person’s focus on goal-related aspects of the motor task while reducing the person’s selfrelated thoughts, resulting in enhanced performance of skilled movements as well as in
improving the acquisition outcomes for the learning of motor skills. The three studies in
this compilation report were aimed at providing empirical evidence for the motor
performance benefits of the combinatory implementation of the three key motivational
(i.e., EE and AS) and attentional (i.e., EF) factors of the OPTIMAL theory. In addition, a
preliminary investigation of the neuromechanistic influence of such an implementation on
the human motor system was carried out.
Using a between-participants design, the first study employed a maximal-effort
countermovement jump task to examine the additive effects of the consecutive (or serial)
implementation of EE, AS, and EF on motor performance. Results indicated that
optimized group participants produced greater relative jump heights than control group
participants. The second study used a within-participants design involving a clinicalapplied balance test to determine the immediate effects of implementing EE, AS, and EF
simultaneously (in parallel) on motor performance. The results showed that participants
experienced greater postural stability in terms of making fewer balance errors and
producing lower center-of-pressure velocity in the optimized condition than the control
condition. Finally, a simple visuomotor task involving the rhythmic production of force via
iii

isometric finger abduction was used in the third study with a between-participants design.
The neurophysiological and behavioral effects of a simultaneous implementation of EE,
AS, and EF in relation to motor performance were examined using a novel TMS-force
experimental protocol. The corticospinal excitability of all participants remained stable
throughout the experiment. Additionally, the force-accuracy performance of participants
in the optimized group was similar to that of particpants in the control group.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 2016, Wulf and Lewthwaite presented their Optimizing Performance Through
Intrinsic Motivation and Attention for Learning (OPTIMAL) theory, which postulates that
motivational (in particular, enhanced expectancies and autonomy support) and attentional
(specifically, external focus) factors implemented during practice, task, or test conditions
are beneficial to motor performance- and/or learning outcomes (see Figure 1). It is
proposed that such advantages of these key variables are made possible by
neurophysiological mechanisms purported to serve the strengthening of a goal-action
pathway within the central nervous system. This theory is grounded on a substantial body
of empirical evidence gathered from psychological and neuroscientific fields of research
in human motor behavior covering more than four decades of scientific work (Lewthwaite
& Wulf, 2017).
The use of simple statements in feedback or instructions that enhance a person’s
expectations of positive or successful outcomes in the future has been shown to influence
motor performance. Providing positive feedback has been found to enhance the running
efficiency of experienced, competitive runners (Montes et al., 2018; Stoate et al., 2012).
The use of affirmative statements that indicated to performers that they were indeed
performing well after good trials and not providing feedback to them after bad trials can
also have benefits for golf putting performance (Badami, VaezMousavi, Wulf, &
Namzizadeh, 2011). McKay, Lewthwaite, & Wulf (2012) showed that even the provision
of suggestive statements to participants that induced their belief in being able to perform
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Figure 1. Schematic of the influence of motivational and attentional factors on motor
performance as depicted in the OPTIMAL theory of motor learning (adapted with
permission from Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016).

well under pressure can improve their performance in a throwing task. In the study by
Hively and El-Alayli (2014) investigating stereotype threat, female participants’
performance in a difficult motor task related to the sport they were trained in did not differ
significantly from their male counterparts after reading a card containing information that
there is no gender difference in visual ability, but these female participants performed
significantly worse than the male participants in the same task after reading a comment
indicating that research had found a gender difference in the performance of such a task.
Another way that motivation can improve motor performance is through the support
of a person’s basic psychological need to be autonomous. Iwatsuki, Navalta, and Wulf
(2018) found that trained runners produced greater running efficiency in terms of lower
oxygen consumption when allowed to choose the paintings to form a viewing set that
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would be displayed to them during treadmill running. Maximum forces were also produced
at higher magnitudes (Halperin, Chapman, Martin, Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017) or
sustained for longer durations (Iwatsuki, Abdollahipour, Psotta, Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017)
when participants could choose the order of punches or hands to use.
Following the foundation work of Wulf, Hö, and Prinz (1998) that gave impetus to
an important body of research demonstrating the influence of attentional focus on motor
performance and learning, there is now conclusive empirical evidence that adopting an
external focus of attention on intended movement outcomes is beneficial for the
performance and learning of motor skills regardless of age, gender, skill level, task
conditions, and (dis)ability. In that study, a group of participants who practiced a slalomskiing task while focusing on the wheels of the ski-simulator showed more effective
learning on retention and transfer tests than the internal-focus group of participants who
focused on their body movements (Experiment 1 in Wulf et al., 1998). The performance
advantages of adopting an external relative to an internal or no focus of attention have
since been replicated in numerous other studies (for a review, see Wulf, 2013). When
tested on their maximal-height jump performance, participants produced greater jump
heights when provided with instructions that induced an attentional focus on their
movement effect as compared to the control condition in which they were simply asked
to jump as high as possible (Abdollahipour, Psotta, & Land, 2016; Wulf, Zachry, Granados,
& Dufek, 2007). Trained athletes also performed better in maximal-force production tasks
when instructed to adopt an external focus in comparison to receiving neutral instructions
(Halperin, Chapman, Martin, & Abbiss, 2017; Halperin, Williams, Martin, & Chapman,
2016).

Of clinical relevance, Wulf, Landers, Lewthwaite, and Tollner (2009) asked
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individuals with Parkinson disease to balance on an unstable surface and found that they
exhibited less postural sway when they were instructed to focus on minimizing movement
of the support surface they were standing on in the external focus condition than when
they were not given any attentional focus cue, but simply asked to stand still, in the
instructions provided in the control condition.
Motor performance advantages have been found with the individual application of
these three factors (for a review, see Lewthwaite & Wulf, 2017) or the combinatorial
application of any two of them (Abdollahipour, Palomo Nieto, Psotta, & Wulf, 2017;
Pascua, Wulf, & Lewthwaite, 2015). Only one study has investigated the effects of the
simultaneous application of all three factors, albeit through the use of a motor learning
paradigm (Wulf, Lewthwaite, Cardozo, & Chiviacowsky, 2017). There is theoretical
importance in knowing whether invoking the three key factors of the OPTIMAL theory
could have immediate effects on motor performance outcomes. Relatedly of significance
is the empirical exploration of various strategies in implementing all the three factors for
purposes of understanding ways in which the OPTIMAL theory can be applied for
optimizing motor performance.
What is also unclear are the neural mechanisms through which these three factors
act in facilitating motor performance. Changes in the pre-action excitability level of the
motor cortex and spinal network brought about by the simultaneous implementation of
these three factors may explain the link between goal-mediated motor preparation and
actual movement. That is, they may better prepare the brain to initiate action by
modulating the excitability of the motor cortex. These results are expected to have the
potential of providing the required neuroscientific understanding for identifying the neural
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mechanisms through which the three key factors of the OPTIMAL theory affect motor
performance. Specifically, the concerted finding of neurophysiologic and behavioral
evidence, in terms of the combined influences of all the three factors on corticospinal
activity and motor performance outcome, respectively, has the potential to provide an
explanation of how they collectively support the strengthening of the coupling of task
goals to actions as proposed by the OPTIMAL theory.
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Chapter 2
Onward and Upward: Optimizing Motor Performance

Abstract
In the OPTIMAL theory of motor learning (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016), three factors
are postulated to facilitate motor performance and learning: Enhanced expectancies (EE)
for performance, autonomy support (AS), and an external focus (EF) of attention. We
examined whether EE, AS, and EF would have immediate performance benefits and
whether implementing these factors consecutively would lead to incremental performance
increases. Participants were assigned to the optimized or control groups and performed
a maximal jump. After the first trial block (baseline), optimized group participants were
provided different conditions on each of the following 3 blocks: (a) positive socialcomparative feedback (EE); (b) choice of figure on the ground from which to jump (AS);
and (c) instructions to focus on a marker on their waist (EF). The order of conditions was
counterbalanced. Control group participants performed all 4 blocks under the same
(control) condition. The optimized group outperformed the control group on Blocks 2-4.
Moreover, their jump height increased with each addition of another variable, whereas it
did not change across blocks in the control group. Thus, EE, AS, and EF had additive or
incremental benefits for performance. The findings corroborate the importance of key
variables in the OPTIMAL theory for motor performance.
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Introduction
The OPTIMAL theory of motor learning (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016) identifies three
factors key to the optimization of motor performance and learning. These three variables
– enhanced expectancies (EE), autonomy support (AS), and external focus (EF) of
attention – appear to make partially independent contributions to goal-action coupling or
the fluidity with which the intended goal is translated into action (Wulf, Lewthwaite,
Cardozo, & Chiviacowsky, 2017). The result of efficient goal-action coupling is enhanced
motor performance as well as motor skill learning. Motivational and attentional factors
help prime and align central cortical and subcortical and peripheral neuromuscular
processes to the intended goal (e.g., Cole, Laurent, & Stocco, 2013; Kuhn, Keller,
Ruffieux, & Taube, 2017; Lohse, Sherwood, & Healy, 2010; Manohar et al., 2015;
Meadows, Gable, Lohse, & Miller, 2016; Wulf, 2013; Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016) in part,
through instruction and the intrinsic neuromodulatory influence of reward-related
dopamine.
One of the myriad ways to enhance expectancies, that is, elevate a person’s
expectations for positive experiences or success, is the provision of normative feedback
that suggests that performance is better-than-average in the context of comparison with
others (Hutchinson, Sherman, Martinovic, & Tenenbaum 2008; Lewthwaite & Wulf, 2010b;
Stoate, Wulf, & Lewthwaite, 2012; Wulf, Chiviacowsky, & Lewthwaite, 2010). Positive
feedback indicating that one was performing better relative to others was found to
increase performers’ perceived competence over and above that of participants who were
provided with negative feedback or no social-comparative feedback (Lewthwaite & Wulf,
2010b). Likewise, the liberal defining of success criteria (Chiviacowsky, Wulf, &
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Lewthwaite, 2012; Palmer, Chiviacowsky, & Wulf, 2016; Trempe, Sabourin, & Proteau,
2012) or the use of visual illusions (Chauvel, Wulf, & Maquestiaux, 2015; Marchant,
Carnegie, Wood, & Ellison, 2018; Witt, Linkenauger, & Proffitt, 2012) to suggest relative
ease of task can increase confidence in personal performance capabilities. The provision
of simple statements that suggest to a person that peers typically perform well at the task
(Hively & El-Alayli, 2014; Wulf, Chiviacowsky, & Lewthwaite, 2012), and the mindset that
performance increases progressively with practice (Jourden, Bandura, & Banfield, 1991;
Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2009) are other possible strategies for enhancing performers’
expectancies. Enhanced performance expectancies serve a task-readying function by
directing attention to the task goal and suppressing task-irrelevant or self-related thoughts
(see Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016). Further, expectations of rewarding experiences trigger a
dopaminergic response that facilitates short-term performance and longer-term learning
through functional and structural connectivity (Gruber, Ritchey, Wang, Doss, &
Ranganath, 2016; Lappin, Reeves, Mehta, Egerton, Coulson, Grasby, 2009; Wise, 2004).
Autonomy support, or conditions that are supportive of individuals’ need for control
or autonomy in their actions, are important for motivation, performance, and learning (e.g.,
Deci & Ryan, 2008; Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Tafarodi, Milne, & Smith, 1999). In the
motor learning literature, many studies have demonstrated that learning is enhanced
when learners have the opportunity to make decisions about aspects of practice
conditions, including the delivery of feedback, skill demonstrations, or amount of practice
(e.g., Janelle, Barba, Frehlich, Tennant, & Cauraugh, 1997; Post, Fairbrother, & Barros,
2011; Wulf, Raupach, & Pfeiffer, 2005; for a recent review, see Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016).
There is also increasing evidence that providing even small or incidental choices that do
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not have direct task relevance can be sufficient to enhance motor performance or learning.
Examples include choosing the golf ball color for a golf putting task (Lewthwaite,
Chiviacowsky, Drews, & Wulf, 2015), selecting the particular order of different types of
punches in kickboxing (Halperin, Williams, Martin, & Chapman, 2016), and picking the
color of a mat to be placed under a target (Wulf, Iwatsuki, Machin, Kellogg, Copeland, &
Lewthwaite, 2017). A meta-analysis of research studies on choice effects found that
incidental choices can be particularly motivating (Patall, Cooper, & Robinson, 2008).
Opportunities for choice enhance expectations for positive outcomes and often result in
higher self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation compared with controlling conditions
(Hooyman, Wulf, & Lewthwaite, 2014; Lemos, Wulf, Lewthwaite, & Chiviacowsky, 2017;
Murayama, Izuma, Aoki, & Matsuyama, 2016). They allow performers to maintain their
attentional focus on the task goal, without the need to engage in self-regulatory activity,
and suppress negative emotional reactions resulting from controlling environments (e.g.,
Reeve & Tseng, 2011).
Finally, the importance of maintaining a clear external focus on the task goal has
been demonstrated in numerous studies. An instructed external focus of attention on the
intended movement effect (e.g., implement trajectory, hitting the target, exerting force
against the ground) typically results in more effective and efficient performance or
learning than an internal focus on body movements (for a review, see Wulf, 2013). Since
the pioneering study by Wulf, Höß, and Prinz (1998) showing that adopting an external
focus resulted in more effective balance learning than the use of an internal focus or no
specific focus instruction, numerous studies have corroborated this effect. Immediate
performance advantages or learning benefits have been found to increase accuracy in
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hitting a target (e.g., Bell & Hardy, 2009; Lohse et al., 2010), enhance movement
kinematics (e.g., An, Wulf, & Kim, 2013; Christina & Alpenfels, 2014), increase maximum
force production (e.g., Halperin et al., 2016; Wulf & Dufek, 2009), or reduce oxygen
consumption (e.g., Schϋcker, Hagemann, Strauss, & Völker, 2009). An external focus is
an important contributor to goal-action coupling. It is assumed to facilitate functional
connectivity (Kuhn et al., 2017) by maintaining attention on the task goal and preventing
a detrimental internal or self-related focus. Furthermore, by producing effective
performance it might also contribute to enhanced expectancies for future performance
(e.g., Pascua, Wulf, & Lewthwaite, 2015; Wulf, Chiviacowsky, & Cardozo, 2014).
Numerous experiments have shown that providing information to performers that
enhanced their expectancies for future performance, supporting their need for autonomy,
or prompting them to focus attention externally on intended movement effects enhanced
performance or learning of a variety of motor tasks (for reviews, see Lewthwaite & Wulf,
2017; Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016). Furthermore, practice conditions that included
combinations of two factors – EE and AS (Wulf et al., 2014), EE and EF (Pascua et al.,
2015), or AS and EF (Abdollahipour, Palomo Nieto, Psotta, & Wulf, 2017; Wulf,
Chiviacowsky, & Drews, 2015) – have been found to result in additional benefits relative
to the presence of only one of these factors, or none, for the learning of a throwing task.
That is, EE, AS, and EF seemed to have additive learning benefits. Recently, Wulf and
colleagues (2017) demonstrated that combining all three factors in acquisition enhanced
learning to an even greater extent than combinations of two factors. Thus, there is
preliminary evidence that the learning of tasks requiring movement accuracy can be
optimized by combining the three key factors in the OPTIMAL theory (Wulf & Lewthwaite,
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2016). The syncing of research and methodologies to allow study of complex movement
behavior with underlying neuroscience mechanisms, though advancing, is still in its
infancy. However, the need is ongoing and often critical to inform instructional, coaching,
and therapeutic practice in effective means to acquire skill and support high levels of
performance. One relevant question concerns ways in which to invoke the factors in the
OPTIMAL theory to optimally influence performance and learning. To date, no study has
investigated the effects of implementing all three motivational and attentional factors in
close succession in a single experimental session. It is unclear, therefore, whether the
consecutive rather than combinatorial application of the three key variables of the
OPTIMAL theory would have beneficial effects on the performance of motor skills.
Thus, the purpose of the present study was to follow up on previous findings by
examining whether EE, AS, and EF would also have immediate benefits for motor
performance. Importantly, we asked whether implementing all three factors consecutively,
rather than simultaneously, would lead to further increases in performance. The
sequential application of these three factors in successive blocks of trials provided the
opportunity to glimpse behaviorally the potential sustainability of the temporal pairing of
dopamine with skill execution in motor performance (Lewthwaite & Wulf, 2017). The task
we chose was a countermovement jump as it requires effective whole-body coordination
for maximal jump height, involving a multijoint explosive movement. Jump height is
maximized by the optimal coordination of joint activation timings of the shoulders, hips,
knees, and ankles (Nuzzo, McBride, Cormie, & McCaulley, 2008). We hypothesized that
providing participants with either positive feedback (EE), a choice (AS), or an external
focus cue (EF) would result in greater jump height relative to a “neutral” control condition.
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A second hypothesis was that, in the optimized condition, participants would show
incremental increases in jump height across consecutive blocks of trials when introduced
to additional variables (EE, AS, and EF).

12

Method
Participants
Based on a factorial design with one between-participants factor (group) and one
within-participants factor (condition or block), an estimated effect size of η2p = .07 (Wulf
et al., 2017), an α-level set at .05, and a power value of 90%, a sample size of 30
participants was estimated via a power analysis using G*Power 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang,
& Buchner, 2007). In total, thirty-six university students (18 females, 18 males) with a
mean age of 24.9 years (SD = 6.41) were recruited for participation in the study. All of
them were naïve as to the specific purpose of the experiment. All gave written informed
consent before participating in the study, which was approved by the university’s
institutional review board.
Apparatus and Task
Vertical jump height (displacement) was measured with a VERT® Classic
instrument (6.0 x 3.0 x 0.5 cm; Mayfonk Inc., Florida, USA). This wearable inertial
measurement unit consists of a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope. Jump
height data collected via the VERT device have been shown to be valid (r = .83 to .97) in
measuring vertical jump height in relation to three-dimensional trajectory data captured
by a 20-camera Vicon motion analysis system (Charlton, Kenneally-Dabrowski, Sheppard,
& Spratford, 2017). The instrument was placed in the pouch of an elastic band that was
worn around the waist at the navel level of each participant. The elastic band was
adjustable for customization of a secure fit to ensure minimal movement of the instrument
relative to the body motion of each participant. The data were sent in real-time via
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Bluetooth technology to an iOS tablet (Apple Inc., California, USA). Three figures of
different colors and shapes (red triangle, green square, and blue pentagon), but of the
same surface area of 35 cm2, were marked out on the ground using duct tape.
Participants were asked to perform maximal-height countermovement jumps within these
jump figures (see Figure 2). Finally, a spherical (reflective) marker was attached to the
VERT® instrument during the block of trials for the EF condition. The marker served as
an external focus cue in the respective condition.

Figure 2. Front elevation view of experimental set-up: Participant is wearing an elastic
waistband containing the VERT® instrument and with a spherical marker attached while
jumping from the square figure.
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Procedure
Participants watched a standard demonstration video that showed them how to
perform a countermovement jump, which involved the lowering of the body while swinging
both arms back, from a standing upright position, before immediately jumping up as high
as possible while swinging both arms upward and thereafter landing back on the support
surface with both feet (Morris, 2016). Participants were then asked to perform warm-up
stretching exercises at their own discretion, as well as three submaximal-height
countermovement practice jumps at moderate effort. Participants were pseudo-randomly
assigned, based on gender, to one of two groups: the optimized group and the control
group.
Each participant performed a total of four blocks of five trials with the general
instruction to jump as high as possible. The first block was considered a baseline block,
and all participants performed the jump within the green square. On the following three
five-trial blocks, participants in the optimized group were given different instructions that
were specific to one condition assigned for each block. Specifically, in the EE condition,
they were told, prior to the start of the block, that the average of the jump heights they
achieved in the previous block of five trials was “better than average” in comparison to
other participants. In the AS condition, participants were informed that they could choose
the jump figure (red triangle, green square, or blue pentagon) for each trial and were
asked by the experimenter to make a choice before each trial in the block. In the EF
condition, they were asked before each trial to focus on bringing the spherical marker to
as high a vertical position as possible. Participants were instructed not to look at the
marker but simply to concentrate on it. Thus, with the exception of the AS condition, in
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which participants could choose the jump figure, all jumps were performed from the green
square. The order of the EE, AS, and EF conditions was counterbalanced across
participants (i.e., all six possible orders were used) to control for possible order effects.
Control group participants performed all four blocks under the same (control) condition.
Before each trial, they were asked to jump as high as possible. With respect to the jump
figures in one of the blocks (AS), each control group participant was yoked to a participant
in the optimized group. That is, the control group participants (unbeknownst to them) were
asked to jump from the same figure that their respective counterparts in the optimized
group had chosen for each trial. Participants were given a two-minute rest between trial
blocks. Instructions, 20 jumps, and rest periods were completed within 10 minutes, on
average.
Data Analysis
Jump height was averaged across all five trials in each block. To account for
possible baseline differences (Block 1) between groups, we determined changes in jump
height for each block relative to Block 1. Subsequently, we performed two different
analyses. First, to determine the effects of each condition (EE, AS, EF) relative to the
control condition/group, we compared the two groups’ relative jump height (i.e., jump
height differences relative to Block 1) in a 2 (groups) x 3 (conditions) mixed-factor analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the second factor. Because participants
in the optimized group performed the three conditions in (six) different orders, the blocks
of their respective counterparts in the control group were organized accordingly for this
analysis. Second, we wanted to determine whether the addition of other variables (e.g.,
AS then EF then EE) would result in additional increases in jump height. Therefore, we
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compared the two groups’ relative jump height in a 2 (groups) x 3 (blocks) ANOVA that
included a chronological order of blocks. For all post-hoc tests, pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni adjustments of alpha level for multiple comparisons were used. Mauchly’s test
revealed that the assumption of sphericity was not violated (p > .05); thus no adjustment
to the degrees of freedom was made. Effect sizes were expressed as partial eta squared
values. Statistical analyses were performed with p < .05 as the criterion for identifying
statistically significant results.
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Results
As can be seen in Figure 3 (left), average jump performance at baseline (i.e.,
absolute jump height in Block 1) was similar for the control (M = 43.1 cm, SD = 2.61) and
optimized (M = 42.5 cm, SD = 2.61) groups. Figure 2 (right) also shows jump height
relative to baseline (Block 1) for the optimized and control group as a function of AS, EE,
and EF. As can be seen, all three conditions enhanced performance. The main effect of
group was significant, F (1, 34) = 4.61, p = .039, η2p = .12. There was no significant main
effect of condition, F (2, 68) = 1.41, p = .250, η2p = .04, or interaction of group and condition,
F < 1.

Figure 3. Jump performance by condition showing the absolute jump heights (y-axis on
left side for Block 1) and relative jump heights (y-axis on right side for EE, AS, and EF
conditions) of the optimized and control groups. Error bars represent standard errors.
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Figure 4 shows relative jump height across Blocks 2-4. Across consecutive trial
blocks, participants in the optimized group consistently increased their absolute jump
heights, whereas no increase was seen for the control group. The Group main effect was
again significant, F (1, 34) = 4.61, p = .039, η2p = .12. Also, the interaction of group and
block was significant, F (2, 68) = 3.16, p = .049, η2p = .09. Post-hoc tests showed that,
while the optimized and control groups did not differ significantly on Block 2, p = .381, η2p
= .02, the optimized group outperformed the control group on Block 3, p = .039, η2p = .12,
and Block 4, p = .016, η2p = .16. The main effect of block, F (2, 68) = 3.44, p = .038, η2p
= .09, was also significant.

Figure 4. Jump performance by block showing the relative jump heights of the optimized
and control groups. Error bars represent standard errors.
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Discussion
We investigated whether motor performance could be enhanced (incrementally)
by motivational (EE, AS) and attentional (EF) variables that are key to motor performance
and learning according to the OPTIMAL theory (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016). The maximal
vertical jump task used in the present study requires whole-body coordination and was
therefore deemed sufficiently challenging and sensitive to the influence of those variables.
Vertical jump tests are often considered reliable measures of lower limb strength (AragónVargas, 2000; Bosco, Luhtanen, & Komi, 1983). Yet, as previous studies have
demonstrated, maximum or sustained force production can be increased by EE (e.g.,
Hutchinson et al., 2008; Tod, Hardy, & Oliver, 2011), AS (e.g., Iwatsuki, Abdollahipour,
Psotta, Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017), or EF (e.g., Wulf & Dufek, 2009) relative to control
conditions. In the present study, we combined all three of these factors and provided them
in successive order. Results supported additive or incremental benefits for performance.
Relative to baseline performance (Block 1), the optimized group showed generally greater
jump height than did the control group on Blocks 2-4. Importantly, the optimized group’s
jump height increased across blocks with each addition of a variable (EE, AS, or EF),
whereas jump height did not change across blocks in the control group. Thus, “maximum”
performance was enhanced by each variable in an incremental fashion.
The present results are consistent with previous studies in various regards. First,
studies comparing motor performance on standard tests (or control conditions) to that
under EE, AS, or EF conditions have demonstrated that performance can be increased
immediately by the addition of one of these variables. For example, Montes, Wulf, and
Navalta (2017) found that, on tests measuring aerobic capacity, maximum oxygen
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consumption (VO2max) was enhanced in trained runners when they were led to believe
that their VO2max on a previous test was above the average of their peers. That is,
enhancing their performance expectancies (EE) in this way increased maximum VO 2
consumption, indicating a higher physical working capacity, relative to their own previous
values and relative to control group participants. In another study (Halperin, Chapman,
Martin, Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017), maximum force production was measured. High-level
professional and amateur boxers performed a standard punching test with a prescribed
order of punches. When the same boxers were allowed to choose the order of punches
(AS) on another test, both impact forces and punching velocities were significantly higher
than they were on the standard test. Finally, using a vertical jump-and-reach test, Wulf,
Zachry, Granados, and Dufek (2007) found greater maximum jump heights with an
instructed EF compared with a standard (control) condition. Thus, each factor (EE, AS,
EF) individually has been shown to increase what was considered maximum performance.
The current results are consistent with these findings by showing that each factor (EE,
AS, EF) was able to enhance maximum performance. The fact that simple conditions
promoting EE, AS, or an EF can enhance performance suggests that performance under
“neutral” conditions does not necessarily represent the individual’s optimal or maximal
performance. Rather, the findings are consistent with an integrative perspective on motor
performance that reflects its social-cognitive–affective–motor nature (Lewthwaite & Wulf,
2010a). What is seen, even with maximal effort instructions, is not necessarily all that can
be produced—if the conditions have not been optimized.
Furthermore, our results are in line with, and extend, previous findings showing
that combinations of EE, AS, or EF can result in greater benefits than any of these factors
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alone (Abdollahipour et al., 2017; Pascua et al., 2015; Wulf et al., 2014, 2015, 2017).
There are several differences between previous studies and the present one, however.
In most of the previous studies, different groups were provided with one or more, or none,
of the three factors during a practice phase, and skill learning was assessed by delayed
retention and transfer tests. In contrast, in the present study, we examined immediate
effects on motor performance (see also Abdollahipour et al., 2017). Moreover, we
successively added EE, AS, or EF in the same group of participants and found that they
led to incremental gains in performance. Even though conditions from prior blocks (i.e.,
feedback about better-than-average performance, choice regarding jump figure, external
focus instruction) were not repeated, it seems likely that participants either remembered
them and deployed them again and/or that there was a sufficiently lasting effect from their
direct instantiations. For example, if participants were informed at the end of a given block
that their performance was above average, it may have enhanced their expectancies on
subsequent blocks as well. This would be not unlike other studies in which a single EE
instruction (Wulf et al., 2012), AS provided once before the practice phase (Lewthwaite
et al., 2015, Experiment 2), or EF instructions given at the beginning of a trial block
(Pascua et al., 2015) had long-term effects on learning. Together the existing findings
support the notion that the three variables – whether they are applied simultaneously or
successively – make at least partially independent contributions to enhanced
performance or learning. Just as Wulf et al. (2017) demonstrated that conditions with EE,
AS, and EF can have additive contributions to the optimization of motor performance and
learning, possibly through the effects of separate dopaminergic responses to a
motivational (EE or AS) factor or of more efficient goal-action coupling (e.g., Kuhn et al.,
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2017; Kuhn, Keller, Laube, & Taube, 2018; Meadows et al., 2016; Themanson & Rosen,
2015) when any two of the three variables or all three variables were applied in
combination during the skill acquisition phase, our findings provided the empirical
evidence that it is possible to incrementally improve motor performance by applying the
three variables in turn, regardless of the order, shortly one after another. The absence of
a threshold effect after the application of any of these three variables implies that they
acted through non-interfering mechanisms to optimize the performance of a motor task.
The availability of extracellular dopamine following burst stimulation of dopaminergic
neurons in the ventral tegmental area has been found in rats in the prefrontal cortex and
nucleus accumbens for more than 20 minutes (Lohani et al., 2017). The spatial
(neurogeographic) and temporal nature of dopamine dynamics, especially related to
optimization of behavioral conditions, deserves further study. Our study found that the
performance enhancement effects of a temporally separated application of the three key
factors of the OPTIMAL theory lasted for approximately 10 minutes. It may be interesting
for future studies to examine whether these effects could be sustained for a longer time
duration using the same or another task. Along the same line, future studies could
investigate the consecutive application of the three key factors of the OPTIMAL theory on
motor learning outcomes. The efficient application of insights gained from the findings of
such research may enhance the success of diverse performance and learning efforts.
Vertical jumping is considered a fundamental skill that is presumed to exist in the
repertoire of most physically active, healthy adults. Adult-like characteristics of the vertical
jump can be observed in children who are as young as two years of age (Poe, 1976) and
jump performance indexes lower-body strength (Bosco et al., 1983). Yet, the findings of
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our study and others (e.g., Tod, Thatcher, McGuigan, & Thatcher, 2009) verify that
psychological and attentional factors can additionally influence a person’s supposedly
stable jump height. Performance of a whole-body, maximum-effort motor (coordination)
skill such as the countermovement jump can be enhanced in terms of outcome
effectiveness by a simple change in the individual’s motivational state or attentional focus.
Specifically, interventional strategies that enhanced expectancies, provided autonomy
support, and induced an external focus of attention produced additional performance
advantages above and beyond control conditions in which performers did not perform
optimally when left to their own devices. This provides further evidence that practitioners
should provide instructions and ensure a training environment that affirmatively enhances
expectations for future success, supports the need for autonomy, and induces an external
focus of attention on intended movement effects. Doing this may promote an increase in
self-efficacy and/or encourage automatic processing to develop in untrained individuals,
which directly facilitates the improvement of their motor performance.
A good coach or instructor ought to understand these practical implications and
carefully structure interventions to facilitate motor performance based on a principled
understanding of the motivational and attentional needs of the performer. To this end, the
OPTIMAL theory of motor learning is a timely addition to the armamentarium of instructors,
coaches, and clinicians and may change the way conditions around motor performance
are organized.
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Chapter 3
Choose Your Words Wisely: Optimized Impacts on Standardized Performance
Testing

Abstract
An implication of the OPTIMAL theory (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016) is that
standardized clinical and laboratory assessments of physical capacity and motor
performance likely do not reflect true maximal capabilities unless they are “optimized”
with appropriate testing conditions. The influence of motivational (enhanced expectancies,
EE, and autonomy support, AS) and attentional (an external attentional focus, EF) factors
on a clinical-applied test of balance control was examined with healthy participants. We
used the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS) and center-of-pressure (COP) velocity
measurements of postural sway. Given the motor performance benefits of optimized
conditions as predicted by the OPTIMAL theory, it was hypothesized that providing
participants with information that induced EE in them, accorded them AS, and promoted
their use of an EF would reduce their balance errors and decrease their postural sway.
Participants (n = 36, Mage = 24.35.07 years) performed under two different conditions,
separated by two days: an optimized (EE, AS, and EF) condition and a control (neutral)
condition, with order counterbalanced. In each condition, participants performed three
types of stance (single-leg, double-leg, and tandem) on two types of support surface (firm
and foam). Order of stances was participant-determined in the optimized condition and,
for the control condition, yoked to a participant in the optimized condition. Participants
committed fewer balance errors in the optimized condition than in the control condition (p
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< .001) and their resultant COP velocity in the optimized condition was lower than that in
the control condition (p = .018), regardless of stance or surface. BESS error scores were
strongly correlated with COP velocity (r = .710, p < .001). Results demonstrated the
impact of implementing optimized, as opposed to “neutral” control conditions, for better
insight into balance capabilities in normal and challenging situations. Practitioners’ roles
in constructing test situations and using subtle wording to promote optimized performance
may have consequential impacts on motor assessment outcomes.
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Introduction
Assessments of motor performance in sport, fitness, and clinical contexts are
ubiquitous. They include measurements of maximal grip strength, cardiorespiratory
endurance, maximal jump height, postural control, gait velocity, and reaction time, to
name but a few. The outcomes of such physical fitness and functional capability
assessments can involve initial or return-to-play placement and roles on sports teams
(e.g., Guskiewicz, 2011; Johnston, Wattie, Schorer, & Baker, 2018; Sattler, Sekulic,
Hadzic, Uljevic, & Dervisevic, 2012), access to clinical services (e.g., Bergquist et al.,
2019; Fien, Henwood, Climstein, & Keogh, 2016; Peel, Kuys, & Klein, 2013), occupational
qualification (e.g., Petersen, Thieschäfer, Ploutz-Synder, Damann, & Mester, 2015;
Windisch, Seiberl, Schwirtz, & Hahn, 2017), and a sense of confidence or progress to
participants (e.g., Cress et al., 1995; Jaakkola et al., 2013; Wiersma & Sherman, 2008).
For decades, coaches, clinicians, researchers, and other professional practitioners have
been trained to obtain measurements of motor capabilities using standardized procedures
to allow for valid comparisons pre- and post-intervention as well as normatively across
age, experience, and health cohorts (e.g., American Geriatrics Society and British
Geriatrics Society, 2011; American Physical Therapy Association, 2014; Beauchamp,
2019; Hart & Bagiella, 2012).
Clinical tests of motor performance assess different components of motor ability.
An accurate diagnosis of neuromotor deficits is contingent upon the valid and reliable
measurement of maximal movement capability at the time of testing (McGlynn & Cott,
2007). For this purpose, standard tests for balance assessment are frequently used by
practitioners in various rehabilitation settings to evaluate patients with a wide variety of
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clinical conditions, including musculoskeletal disabilities, neurological diseases, geriatric
disorders, and vestibular dysfunction (Frzovic, Morris, & Vowels, 2000; Gillespie et al.,
2012; Guskiewicz et al., 2003; Kay, Myers, & Huijbregts, 2001; Smithson, Morris, &
Iansek, 1998). Standardized balance testing is typically carried out by clinical observation
or instrumented measurement. The Balance Error Scoring System (BESS) test (Riemann,
Guskiewicz, & Shields, 1999) is among these assessments. The BESS test is an
observer-scored measure of static postural stability through assessment of the number
of movement errors committed by a person while attempting to adopt an assortment of
stances on several support surfaces. As a balance test, BESS has criterion-based validity
for quantifying static balance performance with relationships to instrumented
measurements using a force plate (Bell, Guskiewicz, Clark, & Padua, 2011). The BESS
test has been validated with force platform measurements of COP sway area (Riemann
et al., 1999). Center of pressure (COP) velocity itself is a commonly-used measure of
postural control in posturography found to have good validity and reliability in a variety of
populations (Pizzigalli, Micheletti Cremasco, Mulasso, & Rainoldi, 2016; Prieto,
Myklebust, Hoffman, Lovett, & Myklebust, 1996; Raymakers, Samson, & Verhaar, 2005).
Conventional instruction and testing protocols employed within standardized
testing procedures, examined in the light of current theoretical perspectives and empirical
evidence, however, may not reveal participants’ best or optimized performance or their
true underlying capabilities (e.g., Chua, Wulf, & Lewthwaite, 2018; Halperin, Pyne, &
Martin, 2015; Iwatsuki, Navalta, & Wulf, 2019; Montes, Wulf, Navalta, 2018; Stoate, Wulf,
Lewthwaite, 2012; Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016). Optimal or maximal performance in a
variety of movement activities can be facilitated by positive expectations of success,
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support for performers’ autonomy, and instructions to use external foci of attention
(Lewthwaite & Wulf, 2017). The OPTIMAL theory (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016) can offer a
theoretical framework within which to situate understanding of the many factors that
contribute to motor performance during standardized testing. This theory predicts that
enhanced expectancies (EE), autonomy support (AS), and external attentional focus (EF)
are three key factors that can be applied individually or in combination to provide
immediate benefits for motor performance and learning.
The use of simple statements in feedback or instructions that enhance a person’s
expectations of positive or successful outcomes has been shown to influence motor
performance. The use of positive social-comparative feedback and a suggestive
statement to older adult participants indicating that it was the norm for persons of a similar
age group to perform well on the same balance task with which they were faced, for
example, provided them with immediate (during practice) as well as delayed (during
retention test) performance-enhancing benefits (Wulf, Chiviacowsky, & Lewthwaite,
2012). The potential contribution of a person’s heightened sense of competence to motor
performance was further supported by the findings of Nandi, Lewthwaite, Fisher, and
Salem (2019) that showed a positive correlation between pre-performance balancespecific confidence and performance of challenging balance stances. Relatedly, healthy
participants who were made to believe that a placebo treatment was effective not only
perceived their balance control to be more stable subsequently but also produced less
postural sway than their counterparts who were informed that a given treatment would
not have an effect on their balance performance (Villa-Sánchez, Andani, Menegaldo,
Tinazzi, & Fiorio, 2019).
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Another way that motivation can improve motor performance is through some form
of support for a person’s sense of agency or basic psychological need to be autonomous
(Deci & Ryan, 2000, 2008). When allowed to make a small or incidental choice,
participants showed greater effectiveness or efficiency in performing a motor task
(Halperin, Chapman, Martin, Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017; Iwatsuki, Abdollahipour, Psotta,
Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017; Iwatsuki et al., 2019). Specific to balance performance during
practice, Wulf and Adams (2014) found that participants made fewer balance errors when
allowed to self-determine the order of balance exercises from among a set they were
asked to perform. Advantages for delayed test performance after a single bout of selfcontrolled practice, in which learners were given some degree of control over task
conditions, have also been shown to extend to special populations (Chiviacowsky, Wulf,
Lewthwaite, & Campos, 2012; Yoon, Yook, Suh, Lee, & Lee, 2013).
A considerable amount of empirical evidence has accumulated in support of the
performance advantages of adopting an external focus on intended movement outcomes,
relative to an internal or no focus of attention (for reviews, see Wulf, 2013, Wulf &
Lewthwaite, 2016). More recently, in a static balance performance task, it was found that
younger and older adults alike displayed greater balance stability when instructed to use
an external focus as compared to employing an internal or no focus (Rhea, Diekfuss,
Fairbrother, & Raisbeck, 2019). Of clinical relevance, Wulf, Landers, Lewthwaite, and
Tollner (2009) asked individuals with Parkinson disease to balance on an unstable
surface and found that they exhibited less postural sway when they were instructed to
focus on minimizing movement of the support surface they were standing on in the EF
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condition than when they were not given any attentional focus cue, but simply asked to
stand still, in the instructions provided in the control condition.
Insight into these motivational and attentional factors is relatively recent, and they
are often not integrated in standardized performance testing protocols in which “neutral”
conditions may be sought. For example, instructions for the Timed Up and Go test, a wellknown clinician-administered assessment of balance and fall risk with good validity and
reliability (Shumway-Cook, Brauer, & Wollacott, 2000), are somewhat directive and do
not feature ostensible autonomy support (“Today you are going to perform the Timed Up
and Go. This test helps clinicians understand balance and fall risk. When I say “GO” you
will stand up, walk as fast as you can around the cone, and return to the chair. I will time
how long this takes you”). The present study aims to examine the impact of a brief
optimizing instruction, incorporating EE, AS, and EF, versus the “neutral” instructional set
on motor performance. Specifically, we chose the BESS test to implement a set of task
protocols during which balance performance could be assessed by validated observerdetermined error scores based on a standardized rating rubric. To further validate our
findings, we added an instrumented measure of postural sway velocity. We hypothesized
that administering optimized (motivational- and attentional-focus- inducing) instructions
during static balance testing would improve postural control, in terms of fewer balance
errors and less postural sway (i.e., lower resultant COP velocity), during the performance
of balance tasks of various degrees of difficulty. If this were the case, it may have
important implications for the testing of motor performance in clinical and applied settings.
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Method
Participants
An a-priori power analysis was conducted using G*Power 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder,
Lang, & Buchner, 2007). The computation indicated that a sample size of 33 participants
would be sufficient to detect a significant effect of the independent variables using a
repeated-measures factorial design with three within-participants factors, an  value
of .05, a power value of .95, and an estimated η2p value of .095 (Chua et al., 2018; Wulf
et al., 2017). Thirty-six 18-42 year-old healthy participants (14 females, 22 males) with a
mean age of 24.3 years (SD = 5.07) were recruited for this study. To determine leg
dominance, participants were asked to complete the Waterloo Footedness Questionnaire
- Revised (WFQ-R; Elias, Bryden, & Bulman-Fleming, 1988). Four participants were leftleg dominant. All participants were naïve as to the specific purpose of the experiment.
They gave written informed consent before participation in the study. The experimental
protocol was approved by the university’s institutional review board.
Apparatus and Task
The BESS test is a balance battery of three postural stances (double-leg, singleleg, and tandem) on two types of surface (firm and foam), administered here under two
counterbalanced conditions (control and optimized) to each participant. Participants were
asked to stand with the medial sides of their feet touching in the double-leg stance (see
Figure 5). In the single-leg stance, they stood on their nondominant foot while keeping
the dominant-side hip flexed at approximately 30° as well as dominant-side knee flexed
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Figure 5. Three types of stance to be performed on two types of support surface for the
BESS test.

at approximately 45° and close to but not touching the nondominant leg. While adopting
the tandem stance, participants were asked to place the feet in a heel-to-toe position with
the nondominant foot posterior to the dominant foot. Participants were told to keep their
eyes closed and rest their hands on their hips while remainining as still as possible in the
respective stance for the entire duration of 25 s for each trial. The firm and foam surfaces
were comprised of the rigid platform of the force plate and a compliant medium-density
foam pad placed on the force plate, respectively. Changes in center of pressure (COP)
velocity reflecting planar postural sway as a resultant vector in both the anterior-posterior
and medial-lateral directions were measured with a portable force plate (Model FP4060-
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05-PT; Bertec Corporation, Amherst, NY). A video camera was used to record
participants’ balance performance for post-experimental determination of BESS error
scores. Force plate surface for concurrent sway assessment, stance order, and the use
of a video camera for scoring verification were used in addition to the standard BESS
administration protocol for the purposes of this study.
Procedure
All participants performed the BESS test under optimized and control conditions.
The respective experimental sessions were separated by two days. The order of
conditions was counterbalanced across participants to control for potential order effects.
At the beginning of the first session, the experimenter explained the task goal and
briefed the participants on the posture requirements while providing a demonstration of
the three different stances (double-leg, single-leg, tandem). Prior to the start of each trial,
participants were given the basic instruction to stand as still as possible for the entire
duration of each trial. For the experimental session when the optimized condition was
assigned, additional information and instructions congruent with the three factors (EE, AS,
and EF) were also provided to participants before they began each trial. For the EE factor,
participants were informed that there is research evidence in support of the advantageous
use of an EF on the support surface for doing well in balance tasks (“Research has shown
that if you concentrate on the support surface, you will be able to do well at the task.“).
For the AS factor, participants were asked to choose the order of the three stances they
would like to use for each type of support surface. In the control condition, the order of
stances to be performed by each participant was yoked to the choice of order made by
another participant in the optimized condition. For the EF factor, participants were
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instructed to concentrate on the support surface throughout each trial. All three types of
stance were always performed on the firm surface first, followed by the foam surface,
resulting in a total of six trials per day of experiment. Participants were not given any
performance feedback after trials. They rested for one minute in between trials. Two days
later, they returned to the lab to complete the same six trials, but under the other condition.
Two observers independently reviewed the video recordings offline to assess
balance performance. One of the two observers was blind to the experimental condition
under which each assessed trial was performed. According to the BESS standardized
scoring algorithm, one point was added to the error score of a test trial for every
occurrence of any of the following mistakes: lifting of hand(s) off hips, opening of eye(s),
falling or stumbling, abducting or flexing the hip for more than 30°, and lifting of forefoot
or heel off the support surface. If a participant remained out of the required stance for
more than five seconds, ten points were added to the error score for that particular trial.
The maximum error score was capped at ten points for each test trial (Bell et al., 2011).
Dependent Variables and Data Analysis
The dependent variables were BESS total error score (total number of errors made
across stances and surfaces within a condition) and COP velocity. A 500-Hz built-in antialiasing filter resulted in a sampling rate of 1000 Hz for data acquisition. To obtain an
accurate measurement of participants’ sustained balance performance, only the last 20 s
of each 25-s trial were used for data analysis, excluding the first five seconds of data
points. All raw COP data were bi-directionally smoothed with a fourth-order low-pass
Butterworth filter using a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz. Two sets of time series data were then
derived from the processed COP data to represent COP positional excursions in the
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antero-posterior and medio-lateral directions, from which the resultant COP velocity was
computed. As all participants performed under both control and optimized conditions in a
counterbalanced manner, condition order was included as a between-participants factor
in the analysis of variance (ANOVA). Each dependent variable was analyzed in a 2
(orders: optimized-control, control-optimized) x 2 (conditions: optimized, control) x 2
(surfaces: firm, foam) x 3 (stances: single-leg, double-leg, tandem) mixed-factor analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the last three factors. Post-hoc analysis
consisted of pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments of the alpha level for
multiple comparisons. Mauchly’s test was used to check the assumption of sphericity and
correction to the degrees of freedom was applied in cases of violation. The alpha level
denoting statistical significance was set to .05 and partial eta squared (η2p) effect sizes
were reported when appropriate. Magnitudes were classified as trivial (0−0.009), small
(0.010−0.059), medium (0.060−0.139), or large (0.140 and greater) according to a
criterion scale from Cohen (1992).
The strength of association of the BESS error score data obtained via observer
rating with the COP velocity data derived from center-of-pressure measurements was
assessed. Data transformation was first performed to convert both dependent variables
of BESS error score and COP velocity to z-scores. A Pearson product-moment correlation
analysis was then conducted to determine the relationship between these two dependent
variables. A correlation coefficient value of 0−.29, .30−.49, .50−.69, .70−.89, or .90−1 was
interpreted as negligible, low, moderate, high, or very high, respectively (Hinkle, Wiersma,
and Jurs, 2003).
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Results
BESS error score. Participants committed fewer errors in the optimized condition
than the control condition. As expected, participants also produced lower error scores
when balancing on the firm surface than the foam surface. As shown in Table 1, the main
effects of condition, F (1, 34) = 26.77, p < .001, η2p = .44, surface, F (1, 34) = 100.91, p
< .001, η2p = .75, and stance, F (2, 68) = 101.76, p < .001, η2p = .75 were significant.
Across the three types of stances, post-hoc tests indicated that participants made more
errors while balancing using the single-leg stance than either the double-leg stance, p
< .001, η2p = .48, or the tandem stance, p < .001, η2p = .05; error scores were higher for
the tandem stance than the double-leg stance, p < .001, η2p = .30. There was also a
significant interaction between surface and stance, F (2, 68) = 29.71, p < .001, η2p = .47
(see Figure 1). Post-hoc analysis revealed that for the firm surface, participants had
higher error scores for the single-leg stance than for either the double-leg stance, p < .001,
η2p = .33, or the tandem stance, p = .017, η2p = .05; their error scores were higher for the
tandem stance than the double-leg stance, p < .001, η2p = .21. Likewise, for the foam
surface, participants had higher error scores when balancing in the single-leg stance as
compared to either the double-leg stance, p < .001, η2p = .76, or the tandem stance, p
= .002, η2p = .11; the error score for the tandem stance was higher than that for the doubleleg stance, p < .001, η2p = .45. There was no other significant main effect or interaction.
Across participants, the total error score (of six trials over three stance types and
two surface types) was on average 16.0% (SD = 24.1%) lower in the optimized condition
(M = 12.4, SD = 4.49) than the control condition (M = 15.4, SD = 5.83). In the optimized
condition, participants were given the maximum error score of ten points for 1.85% of
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trials whereas this maximum penalty was meted out for 6.02% of trials in the control
condition.

Table 1. Mean (and standard deviation) values for significant main effects and
interaction of independent variables.
BESS error score
Main effect
Condition
Optimized
Control
Surface
Firm
Foam
Stance
Double-leg
Single-leg
Tandem
Interaction
Firm
Double-leg
Single-leg
Tandem
Foam
Double-leg
Single-leg
Tandem

Resultant COP velocity (cm/s)

2.07 (2.45)
2.57 (3.00)

8.60 (4.98)
9.28 (5.60)

1.25 (1.98)
3.38 (3.00)

6.30 (4.46)
11.59 (4.74)

0.19 (0.61)
4.04 (2.74)
2.73 (2.70)

4.72 (3.02)
11.10 (4.00)
11.00 (5.72)

0.01 (0.12)
2.35 (2.34)
1.40 (1.88)

2.15 (0.65)
9.36 (4.21)
7.38 (3.72)

0.38 (0.81)
5.72 (1.95)
4.06 (2.74)

7.29 (2.11)
12.84 (2.89)
14.62 (5.02)
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Figure 6. Balance performance by stance and surface as measured by BESS error score
for the optimized and control conditions. Error bars represent standard errors.

Resultant COP velocity. Balance performance was worse in the control (versus
optimized) condition, on the foam (versus firm) surface, and in the single-leg (versus
double-leg or tandem) stance. The Condition main effect was significant, F (1, 34) = 6.22,
p = .018, η2p = .16, with the resultant COP velocity in the optimized condition being lower
than the control condition (see Table 1). There was also a significant Surface main effect,
F (1, 34) = 215.40, p < .001, η2p = .86. Not surprisingly, resultant COP velocity was lower
while balancing on the firm surface than the foam surface. The Stance main effect was
significant as well, F (2, 68) = 165.58, p < .001, η2p = .83. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
showed that resultant COP velocity was higher for single-leg stance relative to doubleleg, p < .001, η2p = .45, or tandem stance, p > .100, η2p < .01. Resultant COP velocities
were higher for tandem compared with double-leg stance, p < .001, η2p = .32. The Surface
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x Stance interaction was significant, F (2, 68) = 12.82, p < .001, η2p = .27 (see Figure 2).
Post-hoc tests revealed that participants had higher resultant COP velocity while
balancing on the firm surface for single-leg stance than for either double-leg, p < .001, η2p
= .59, or tandem stance, p = .002, η2p = .06; resultant COP velocity was higher for tandem
stance than double-leg stance, p < .001, η2p = .49. On the foam surface, participants’
resultant COP velocity was higher for tandem stance than for either double-leg, p < .001,
η2p = .47, or single-leg stance, p = .04, η2p = .04; resultant COP velocity was higher for
single-leg stance than double-leg stance, p < .001, η2p = .55. The other main effects and
interactions were non-significant.
Bivariate correlation results showed a moderate to high correlation between the Ztransformed BESS error scores and the Z-transformed COP velocity. The two measures
were correlated at r = .710, 95% CI [.643, .777], p < .001.

Figure 7. Balance performance by stance and surface as measured by COP velocity for
the optimized and control conditions. Error bars represent standard errors.
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Discussion
In line with the findings of Chua et al. (2018) comparing maximal-effort motor
performance in test conditions optimized with EE, AS, and EF effects to that under control
(neutral) conditions, our experimental results supported the OPTIMAL theory’s prediction
that pairing testing with conditions that amplify intrinsic motivation (EE and AS) and direct
attention externally (EF) facilitates better performance (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016), here
greater standing postural stability. We simultaneously implemented these three variables
through a set of instructions that provided a simple knowledge statement, suggestion of
choice, and a reminder to concentrate on the (external) support surface. This optimized
condition improved participants’ postural stability, across three stance variants performed
on each of two types of support surface, as compared to the use of “neutral” content in
the instructions rendered in the control condition. We verified the validity of the BESS
scoring system as a reflection of postural sway stability, and additionally, provided
evidence that the integrated implementation of key factors of the OPTIMAL theory
produced superior performance to a control condition (Chua et al., 2018) within the same
participants.
While comparisons between optimized (or partially optimized, with one or two
factors)

and

control conditions have

yielded

motor

performance

differences

experimentally (e.g., Chua et al., 2018; Hutchinson, Sherman, & Martinovic, 2008;
Iwatsuki et al., 2017; Stoate et al., 2012), these effects were not formally examined under
conventional clinical or applied standardized performance testing conditions. We showed
that a comprehensive approach to balance assessment, which takes into consideration
the contribution of multiple factors, including those from psychological, cognitive, and
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physical domains of motor performance, is required to elicit performance closer to a
person’s true maximal capabilities. By employing subtle but small instructional distinctions
to differentiate an optimized testing condition from a neutral testing condition, we
demonstrated the significance of the provision of optimal instructions in determining the
maximum performance outcome in a clinical-applied balance test. It would be of value to
conduct optimized versus neutral comparisons with other tests and measures of various
asserted “maximal” capacities.
The present findings are consistent with the notion that optimal human motor
performance is the resultant of multiple factors. These findings align with previous
research showing that instructions promoting EE, AS, and/or EF improved performance
outcomes relative to neutral instructions in various motor tasks (Chua et al., 2018;
Lewthwaite & Wulf, 2017). Perhaps one of the most common issues in the practice of
performance testing is the assumption that performers will “do their best”, not realizing
that this admonition may not be the best route to maximal performance. The wording of
instructions has an influence on testing conditions and can serve the specific purpose of
optimally enhancing a person’s motivation to do well whilst directing attention to
movement outcomes for maximizing test performance. For example, Hooyman, Wulf, and
Lewthwaite (2014) confirmed that the use of controlling language, relative to autonomysupportive instructions, in the presentation of task instructions resulted in worse
performance outcomes during the retention test with a novel skill. Standardized testing
language may bear the marks of earlier eras when the effects of controlling instructions
or internal focus of attention were not known nor deemed problematic.
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The standardization of performance testing is meant to allow valid comparison of
results within and between individuals. Thus, the important question is not whether
performance testing should be standardized, but how. If an accurate insight about a
person’s maximal performance capability is desired, then in some circumstances, the
revision of standardization protocols based on optimized conditions may be useful.
Alternatively, test developers might incorporate optimized instructions from new
measures’ beginnings, while those assessments with historical normative evidence might
be supplemented with an additional optimized testing condition.
Standardized performance tests are an important part of athletic, aptitude, and
rehabilitative assessment practices. The practical importance of revelatory assessment
of maximal performance capability (or capacity) varies with each test and context, but can
involve denial of opportunity or service, or misdiagnosis of mechanisms of observed
performance decrements (e.g., muscular versus motivational).
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Chapter 4
Effects of Optimized Conditions on Corticospinal Excitability and Motor
Performance in a Simple Visuomotor Task: A Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
Study

Abstract
Good fine motor control is important for carrying out manual activities of daily living
that require continuous regulation of different sub-maximal force levels to meet the
demands of varied motor tasks. Particularly for persons with right-hand dominance,
precise control of the various digits of the right hand, be it for simple rhythmic or complex
irregular movements, is important for effectiveness and efficiency in accomplishing object
manipulation tasks as well as everyday communication in the form of gesturing, typing,
and operating touchscreen electronic devices. In this study, we examined the effects of
the key motivational (enhanced expectancies [EE] and autonomy support [AS]) and
attentional (external focus [EF]) factors of the OPTIMAL theory on corticospinal
excitability (as measured by motor-evoked potentials [MEPs] of the first dorsal
interosseous [FDI] muscle elicited by transcranial magnetic stimulation [TMS]) and motor
performance (as measured by force-production accuracy) in a force tracing task
performed using isometric abduction of the right index finger. Twenty-four right-handed
participants underwent three blocks of 10 performance trials in which the task goal was
to abduct the right index finger against an instrumented disc to produce a force signal that
continuously varied between 5% and 35% of their maximum voluntary contraction (MVC)
force level to match a sinusoidal waveform displayed on a computer screen. During the
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single-day experiment, TMS evaluation was conducted thrice with temporal separation
from motor task performance: (a) Immediately after a single familiarization trial; (b)
immediately after receiving optimized or control instructions for the first of four instances;
and (c) immediately after the last (30th) performance trial. Mixed-factorial ANOVAs were
used to analyze force accuracy and corticospinal excitability. There was a significant main
effect of block with force error decreasing from the first performance block to the last (p
< .001). FDI MEP peak-to-peak amplitude, however, remained stable throughout the
experiment for all participants, but almost trended towards an increase after participants
received verbal instructions followed by a decrease after their completion of all test trials
(p = .089, η2p = .10), respectively. Group differences and interaction effects did not reach
statistical significance (ps > .100). These findings suggest that instructions optimized with
EE, AS, and EF factors neither influenced corticospinal excitability nor enhanced forceaccuracy performance for isometric finger-abduction control in a simple visuomotor task
for young adult participants.
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Introduction
The OPTIMAL (Optimizing Performance Through Intrinsic Motivation and Attention
for Learning) theory advocates that three key factors that are either motivational
(enhanced expectancies, EE, and autonomy support, EF) or attentional (external focus,
EF) in nature can contribute to the performance and learning of motor skills (Wulf &
Lewthwaite, 2016). Indeed, Chua, Wulf, and Lewthwaite (2018) showed that the
consecutive implementation of these three variables provided immediate motor
performance benefits in terms of greater relative jump height for a maximal-effort
countermovement jump task. Additionally, participants in a separate study were found to
produce greater postural stability (as measured by lower balance error scores and center
of pressure velocity values) during a balance performance test when they received
instructions that collectively contained EE, AS, and EF, than when they received neutral
instructions in a control condition (see Chapter 3).
A person’s expectations of desirable outcomes of or success at performing a motor
task can be enhanced through the use of instructions or feedback containing positive
content. Practitioners tend to underestimate performers’ desire for information and/or
overlook the impact such information can have on their affect, self-efficacy, perception of
task difficulty, and conception of ability. Providing pseudo positive feedback has been
found to enhance the running efficiency of experienced, competitive runners (Montes,
Wulf, & Navalta, 2018; Stoate, Wulf, & Lewthwaite, 2012). The use of affirmative
statements that indicated to performers that they were indeed performing well after good
trials and not providing feedback to them after bad trials can also have benefits for golf
putting performance (Badami, VaezMousavi, Wulf, & Namzizadeh, 2012). McKay,
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Lewthwaite, & Wulf (2012) showed that even the provision of suggestive statements to
study participants that induced their belief in being able to perform well under pressure
can improve their performance in a throwing task. In the study by Hively and El-Alayli
(2014) investigating stereotype threat, female participants’ performance in a difficult motor
task related to the sport they were trained in did not differ significantly from their male
counterparts after reading a card containing information that there is no gender difference
in visual ability, but these female participants performed significantly worse than the male
participants in the same task after reading a comment indicating that research had found
a gender difference in the performance of such a task.
Another way that motivation can improve motor performance is through the support
of a person’s basic psychological need to be autonomous. A person’s autonomy can be
exercised through the making of choices. Iwatsuki, Navalta, and Wulf (2018) found that
trained runners produced greater running efficiency in terms of lower oxygen consumption
when allowed to choose the paintings to form a viewing set that would be displayed to
them during treadmill running. Maximum forces were also produced at higher magnitudes
(Halperin, Chapman, Martin, Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017) or sustained for longer durations
(Iwatsuki, Abdollahipour, Psotta, Lewthwaite, & Wulf, 2017) when participants could
choose the order of punches or hands to use. Even incidental or small choices, such as
the color of the mat to be placed under a target cone for a lassoing task, were found to
be beneficial for motor performance outcomes (Wulf, Iwatsuki, Machin, Kellogg, Copeland,
& Lewthwaite, 2018). The use of autonomy-supportive versus controlling language also
enhanced motor performance because the former purportedly provided performers with
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a sense of choice that supposedly increased their positive affect (Hooyman, Wulf, &
Lewthwaite, 2014).
Following the foundational work of Wulf, Hö, and Prinz (1998) that gave impetus
to an important body of research demonstrating the influence of attentional focus on motor
performance and learning, there is now conclusive empirical evidence that adopting an
external focus of attention on the desired or intended effects of one’s movement is
advantageous for the performance of motor skills regardless of age, gender, skill level,
task conditions, and (dis)ability. In that study, a group of participants who practiced a
slalom-skiing task while focusing on the wheels of the ski-simulator showed more
effective learning on retention and transfer tests than the internal-focus group of
participants who focused on their body movements (Experiment 1 in Wulf et al., 1998).
The performance advantages of adopting an external relative to an internal or no focus
of attention have since been replicated in numerous other studies (for a review, see Wulf,
2013). When tested on their maximal-height jump performance, participants produced
greater jump heights when provided with instructions that induced an attentional focus on
their movement effect as compared to the control condition in which they were simply
asked to jump as high as possible (Abdollahipour, Psotta, & Land, 2016; Wulf, Zachry,
Granados, & Dufek, 2007). Trained athletes also performed better in maximal-force
production tasks when instructed to adopt an external focus in comparison to receiving
neutral instructions (Halperin, Chapman, Martin, & Abbiss, 2017; Halperin, Williams,
Martin, & Chapman, 2016). Rossettini, Testa, Vicentini, and Manganotti (2017) also
reported that participants who were non-experts in playing any musical instrument
produced fewer errors in a complex motor task involving a 20-key sequence to be
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performed by the five fingers (of the right dominant hand) when instructed to concentrate
on the keys rather than on their fingers, or in comparison to when they were provided with
general (control) instructions to simply perform the task.
Although it has been proposed that the three key factors (EE, AS, and EF) of the
OPTIMAL theory serve a prospective role in readying the motor system for task execution
(Lewthwaite & Wulf, 2017), it is not yet known how they may influence the excitability of
the motor system prior to and after the performance of a motor task. For want of complete
understanding of the immediate benefits of the collective implementation of these three
essential motivational and attentional factors for motor performance, knowledge of the
involved neuromechanisms underlying their concerted effects warrants further research.
The motor networks within the corticospinal system is an integral component of the
human central nervous system for the voluntary control of skilled movements (Ghez &
Krakauer, 2000; Lemon & Griffiths, 2005). Any change in the pre-action excitability level
of the corticospinal system brought about by the combinatory implementation of these
three factors could potentially explain the link between goal-mediated motor preparation
and actual movement. That is, the neurophysiological effects of EE, AS, and EF may
synthesize to better prime the brain to initiate action by modulating activity within the
central nervous system.
Studies that investigated corticospinal excitability during the specific phase of
movement preparation had found neurophysiologic evidence for the influence of rewardbased motivation on corticospinal excitability during action planning (e.g., Bundt,
Abrahamse, Braem, Brass, & Notebaert, 2016; Klein, Olivier, & Duque, 2012). A choicereaction task paradigm requiring performers to explicitly activate action selection
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processes was mainly used in these studies. To date, it is not clear if the greater
suppression of corticospinal excitability observed prior to task execution in these studies
may also be found for a simple motor task that does not require participants to produce a
motor response involving a choice reaction. Similarly, placebo effects applied through
procedures that heighten a person’s expectations for a successful outcome can also
serve a motor performance-enhancing function. In an investigation of the differential
facilitation and suppression of neural excitability within the corticospinal system by Fiorio,
Andani, Marotta, Classen, & Tinazzi (2014), it was found that participants who received
verbal instructions regarding the motor performance benefits of an inert treatment given
to them not only outperformed the control group participants in terms of producing higher
force levels in a maximal-effort index finger-abduction task, but also had higher motorevoked potentials (MEPs) and shorter durations of cortical silent period. Although Kuhn,
Keller, Ruffieux, and Taube (2017) did not investigate corticospinal excitability changes
in their use of a submaximal sustained index finger abduction protocol, they found that
intracortical inhibitory circuits in the primary motor cortex exhibited higher levels of activity
during task execution when participants adopted an EF (one of the three key factors of
the OPTIMAL theory) versus the use of an internal focus.
This study primarily aimed to examine the combined influence of all three
factors⎯EE, AS, and EF⎯of the OPTIMAL theory on corticospinal excitability before and
after performance of an isometric force tracing motor task that required participants to
produce varying levels of submaximal force over time. Specifically, the simultaneous
effects of providing pseudo-positive feedback, allowing choice of order of different rest
durations, and inducing external attentional focus on MEPs was evaluated using single-
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pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the index finger region within the left
primary motor cortex. MEPs elicited by a single-pulse TMS paradigm would allow the
detection of any excitatory change in the cortical or spinal circuits of the motor domain
(Rothwell, Thompson, Day, Boyd, & Marsden, 1991). In addition, the effects of
implementing all three factors simultaneously via verbal instructions on the forceaccuracy performance of a simple visuomotor task involving isolated, rhythmical control
of finger abduction were investigated.
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Method
Participants
Twenty-four university students (16 females) with a mean age of 22.63.13 (range:
19−33) years were recruited through convenience sampling for participation in the study.
To verify hand dominance, participants were asked to complete the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). An adapted sample of this inventory is provided
in Appendix B. All the participants were right-handed with a mean Laterality Quotient
value of 66.3 (SD = 18.7). All of them were naïve as to the specific purpose of the
experiment. Written informed consent was obtained from the participants prior to their
participation in the study, which was approved by the university’s institutional review
board and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Procedures
All participants were required to visit the laboratory for a single 1.5-hour experiment
session. Based on gender, they were randomized into one of two groups: the optimized
group and the control group. Participants were required to look at a computer screen in
front of them while seated with their backs upright and rested against the backrest of a
chair to minimize the force contribution from other muscles through upper torso
movement. The pronated right forearm was abducted at approximately 45° in the coronal
plane and the elbow joint flexed at approximately 90° in the sagittal plane while resting
the right hand on a raised platform (placed on a tabletop) with the thumb pointing medially
at approximately 45° in the horizontal plane, the index finger pointing anteriorly, and the
middle, ring, and last fingers wrapped over the anterior edge of the platform. The proximal
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interphalangeal joint of the right index finger was aligned with the center of an upright,
circular disc with adjustable height to ensure a horizontal position (parallel to the tabletop
surface) of the right index finger. As shown in Figure 8, the experimental protocol consists
of a baseline MVC session, a familiarisation session, a baseline TMS session, a
condition-specific instruction session, a pre-performance TMS session, a force-tracing
performance session, a post-performance TMS session, and a post-performance MVC
session.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the experimental protocol.

Electromyography (EMG) recording. Prior to electrode placement, the skin
areas over the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle belly, first metacarpophalangeal joint
(1MCP), and dorsal aspect (anterior to the wrist) of the right hand were lightly exfoliated
with gauze and cleaned with alcohol wipes to minimize electrical impedance. Activity of
the FDI muscle was recorded using Ag/AgCl Red Dot self-adhesive surface electrodes
(3M Red Dot, St Paul, MN) mounted over the FDI and 1MCP locations according to a
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belly-tendon bipolar montage. A EVR-541 surface ground electrode (Impulse Medical
Technologies Inc., Buckley, WA) was positioned on the dorsal aspect of the hand and
secured with adhesive tape for establishing a reference threshold for data signal
processing.
Maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) recording. Participants performed three
MVC trials for each of the baseline and post-performance sessions. For each trial, they
were required to exert maximal-effort abduction of the right index finger as fast as possible
and hold for approximately three seconds. Participants rested for a period of 60 s in
between trials. The largest of the three force magnitudes was used to compute 5% and
35% of MVC force for reference in setting the target force range to be used for the forcetracing task.
TMS recording. TMS evaluation was performed using a double 70-mm figure-ofeight coil connected to a biphasic stimulator (Magstim 2002; The Magstim Company Ltd.)
placed over the motor hot spot of the left hemisphere for eliciting MEPs in the resting right
FDI. The coil was oriented tangential to the scalp with the handle pointing dorso-caudally
at an angle of 45° from the midline over the M1 representation area of the right hand (Di
Lazzaro et al., 2004). The TMS stimulation location was determined by the position on
the scalp over the right FDI motor area of the left hemisphere at which MEP values
approximating 1 mV could be consistently evoked using the lowest possible stimulation
intensity (whose value was recorded for subsequent reference). This position was marked
with a pen on three separate locations of a scalp cap to ensure subsequent correct coil
placements. During each of the three TMS evaluation sessions, 25 single pulses were
delivered to the “marked” motor hot spot location using the reference stimulation intensity
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while the participant remained at rest. Averaged MEP peak-to-peak values were stored
for offline analysis.
Force-tracing task. Verbal instructions standardized to the condition (optimized
or control) assigned to participants were given to them five minutes after the first TMS
session and prior to the start of each of the three blocks of 10 trials. For each 30-s trial,
participants began the trial with the non-abducted right index finger placed in physical
contact with the instrumented disc, and were required to increase the pressure exerted
against its surface to create a force signal equivalent to 20% of their individual MVC value
within five seconds. Thereafter, force error assessment commenced whereby participants
continuously changed the amount of pressure applied against the disc to produce a force
signal to match a 2D target signal oscillating constantly between minimum and maximum
values corresponding to 5% and 35%, respectively, of their individual MVC force values
to form 15 complete cycles of a sine wave within each trial (see Figure 9). The variation

Figure 9. Visual display of target signal to be traced.
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of force produced by participants was continuously displayed as a force signal on the
same computer screen as the target signal and hence, visual feedback of their
performance was available throughout the entire duration of each trial. Within each block
of 10 trials, participants rested for approximately 30 s in between trials. Based on their
choice of order (for the optimized group) or a yoked order (for the control group), a rest
period of either three or six minutes was given between blocks of trials. The standardized
instructions and statements can be found in Appendix C.
Dependent Variables and Data analysis
Custom data acquisition scripts were run using the Signal and Spike2 programs
(Cambridge Electronic Design Limited, Cambridge, UK) during data collection and offline
data processing was done using the Microsoft Excel program. Force accuracy (expressed
as absolute force error) was used as the primary dependent variable for the assessment
of motor performance. Force error values were averaged across 10 trials for each
performance block. The principal outcome measure of corticospinal excitability was TMSelicited MEP of the FDI muscle. For each TMS delivery session of 25 pulses, pulses for
which the MEP amplitude value is equal to or more than three times the standard
deviation value above the mean value were removed. After excluding these data, new
MEP amplitude means were obtained by averaging the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the
remaining pulses for each participant for each TMS delivery session. MVC value was
used as a secondary dependent variable to check if performance fatigue could be a
potential confounding factor. General linear models were used to test for effects of group
and block (or time) as well as their interaction for force error (or MEP). A 2 (groups:
optimized, control) x 2 (time: baseline, post-performance) analysis of variance (ANOVA)
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with time as a repeated-measures factor was also conducted to compare the MVC values
between groups and across time. Geisser-Greenhouse correction was used whenever
data did not meet the sphericity condition as tested with Mauchly’s criterion. Post hoc
tests were conducted using Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons. An alpha
value of .05 was used to assess statistical significance.
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Results
Maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). There was no significant difference
between groups, F (1, 22) = .003, p = .958, η2p < .01, or time, F (1, 22) = 3.42, p = .078,
η2p = .14, for the MVC values produced by participants (see Figure 10A). The interaction
between group and time was also non-significant, F (1, 22) = .832, p = .372, η2p = .04.

Figure 10. Motor performance as indicated by baseline and post-performance MVC
values (A) and force error values across performance blocks (B) for participants in the
optimized and control groups. Error bars represent standard errors.
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Force error (FE). Both the optimized and control groups produced similar force error
averaged across three performance blocks, F (1, 22) = .237, p = .631, η2p = .01 (see
Figure 10B). The Block effect, however, was significant, F (2, 44) = 85.9, p < .001, η2p
= .80. Participants were able to produce the required force levels with greater accuracy
over time as their force error values decreased continually proceeding from the first test
block (0.8060.261 N) to the second (0.6210.179 N), p < .001, η2p = .15, and from the
second test block to the last (0.5480.174 N), p < .001, η2p = .04. The performance of
participants in the last block was also significantly better than in the first block, p < .001,
η2p = .25. The interaction of group and block was non-significant, F (2, 44) = .466, p = .630,
η2p = .02.
Motor evoked potential (MEP). Figure 11 shows that a group effect analysis did not
reveal any significant difference in the influence on MEP of receiving optimized versus
control instructions, F (1, 22) = .043, p = .837, η2p < .01. There was a trend towards an
effect of timing on absolute values of MEP, F (2, 44) = .2.563, p = .089, η2p = .10. The
group x time interaction also did not reach statistical significance, F (2, 44) = .710, p = .497,
η2p = .03.
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Figure 11. Corticospinal excitability as measured by MEP values of the FDI muscle during
three TMS delivery sessions for the optimized and control groups. Error bars represent
standard errors.
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of optimized instructions
on fine motor performance and corticospinal excitability in an isometric force tracing task.
Specifically, we tested whether providing participants with positive statements regarding
their performance, giving them a choice of the order of receiving one short (3 minutes)
and one long (6 minutes) rest duration, and advising them to focus their attention on an
external cue (instrumented disc) could enhance their performance accuracy in isometric
force production as well as change the level of neuronal excitability in their motor system
relative to the use of control instructions with “neutral” content. Findings indicated that
participants were able to continually improve on force-production accuracy at the
isometric finger-abduction task across the performance blocks. Performance accuracy,
however, was similar for both groups of participants. Additionally, both groups of
participants did not experience any change in corticospinal excitability prior to the start
and upon the completion of all performance trials, in comparison to their baseline states.
Overall, the results suggest that optimized instructions incorporating enhanced
expectancies, autonomy support, and external focus, relative to control instructions, did
not enhance fine motor performance during a simple motor task nor modulate
corticospinal excitability before and after the task for young adults.
In the present study, we used a fine motor task paradigm that required young adult
participants to use the right index finger to perform rhythmic variations of force within a
fixed range (5−35% of MVC) of relatively low force magnitudes (with an average of 20%
of MVC), as compared to the complex motor tasks used in previous studies that reported
enhanced motor performance with the consecutive or simultaneous implementation of EE,
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AS, and EF (maximum counter movement jump: Chua et al., 2018; balance using various
stances on different surface types: see Chapter 3 of this report). Although Kuhn et al.
(2016) also used a simple finger abduction task with a low submaximal force value (of 10%
of MVC), the participants were required to maintain isometric force production till task
failure. In that study, the motor performance advantage of adopting an EF was found only
in comparison with an internal focus condition; it is unclear if such benefits may also exist
relative to a control condition with no directed attentional focus because the experimental
design used in that study did not require participants to undergo a third (control) condition.
The current experiment protocol was intentionally designed to cater for temporal
separation between TMS evaluation and task performance. It is postulated that the effects
of the three key variables of the OPTIMAL theory are best observed when their application
is coupled with the actual performance of a motor task or practice of a motor skill (Wulf &
Lewthwaite, 2016). Taken in this context, the absence of any influence on FDI MEP for
the optimized group participants in the immediate period following receipt of instructions
containing EE, AS, and EF factors may have partially contributed to the findings of the
current study.
Due to the proliferating use of electronic devices for communication by young
adults, the common use of the index finger on the dominant hand for mediolateral swiping
actions commonly needed to operate applications in electronic devices with a
touchscreen or trackpad user-interface, for pushing horizontally against the scroll wheel
of a computer mouse to navigate towards either side of a document or webpage partially
displayed on a computer screen, and general typing activities, has likely resulted in
dominant-hand finger movements involving the activation of the FDI muscle being a well-
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learned motor skill that utilizes a habitual motor pathway. The performance of simple
motor tasks with lower task complexity (of coordinating motor unit firing) and smaller
cortical demand (of motor planning and use of attentional resources) may therefore
involve indirect motor pathways that are incompatible with the use of a TMS paradigm to
investigate corticospinal excitability changes (Cheney & Fetz, 1980; Muir & Lemon, 1983).
As only the excitatory function of the corticospinal tract could be investigated using our
single-pulse TMS protocol, any inhibitory activity in the involved cortical and spinal circuits
could not be detected. Tinazzi et al. (2003) investigated the differential excitation and
inhibition of cortical activity by comparing a simple motor task of index finger abduction to
complex tasks of pincer grip (using the thumb and index finger) and power grip (using all
five digits). Not only were participants’ MEPs lower during the simple movement of index
finger abduction, but their cortical silent period durations were also longer than when they
were performing the more complex movements of pincer and power grips. Further support
for the possible suppression of changes in corticospinal excitability levels by inhibitory
pathways acting on other same-hand digits during isolated index finger movement was
provided in the findings of Kouchtir-Devanne, Capaday, Cassim, Derambure, and
Devanne (2012). These issues may explain our observation of no change in FDI MEP,
an index of corticospinal excitability, even after participants had completed three blocks
of test trials approximating a total of 30 minutes of performance.
Although previous studies have shown that the combined use of the three factors
of the OPTIMAL theory provides advantages for the performance of gross motor skills
and maximal-effort tasks requiring whole-body coordination or the use of large groups of
muscles, it remains to be determined whether their effects can also collectively enhance
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the performance of a more challenging fine motor task that requires spatiotemporal
variations of force production (e.g., complex visuomotor tracing task), coordination of
several muscles (e.g., pinch task), or a fatiguing protocol (e.g. handgrip endurance test).
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Chapter 5
Executive Summary
Motor performance is ubiquitous in everyday human life and commonly assessed
in developmental, rehabilitative, and sport settings. The practical importance of the need
to achieve movement efficiency and effectiveness as well as for motor assessments to
be representative of an individual’s performance capability (or capacity) necessitates the
use of a multidimensional approach during task preparation as well as in the construction
(or design) and implementation of test conditions. Variations in task goals (e.g., quiet
stance, multitasking) and environmental contexts (e.g., moving target, unstable support
surface) are always challenging a person to better adapt old motor responses or create
new motor strategies so as to experience relative success in accomplishing different
motor goals required of functional movement outcomes in activities of daily living or
athletic excellence in competitive sports. It is not simply a pure motor system that is at
play during motor performance. The dynamic interplay of motivational and attentional
domains with a complex motor system should be exploited for optimizing task conditions
that can enhance the performance of motor skills.
The first two studies of this dissertation work showed that the performance of two
fundamental gross motor skills, namely, jumping and balancing, can be immediately
enhanced by the use of verbal instructions that enhanced the expectancies of performers
(EE), supported their autonomy (AS), and directed their attention to an external focus cue
(EF). When these three key motivational (EE, AS) and attentional (EF) factors of the
OPTIMAL theory were implemented separately in a consecutive manner from one
performance block to another or simultaneously at the same instance before the start of
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performance, performers showed improvements in their jump or balance performance
over a control (or neutral) condition.
The absence of motor performance enhancement

with the combined

implementation of EE, AS, and EF in the third dissertation study does not necessarily
contradict the findings of previous studies, but further emphasizes the need for a better
understanding of the underlying neuromechanisms of EE, AS, and EF that permit the
strengthening of goal-action coupling for movement success. The question still remains
as to whether or not the motor performance benefits of implementing EE, AS, and EF in
combination can extend to simple motor tasks that do not tap performers’ maximal
capabilities. The third dissertation study was also the very first attempt of its kind at a
scientific inquiry into the combined effects of EE, AS, and EF on corticospinal excitability
for motor performance. The present null findings obtained through the use of an
experimental protocol that paired the use of single-pulse TMS with a simple motor task
would by no means rule out other interpretations that could be obtained by using other
stimulation-task paradigms in future investigations. Perhaps of greater scientific value
would be the pursuit of a research question that brings future research work closer to
elucidating the neural pathways along which the effects of EE, AS, and EF operate.
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Appendix A
Waterloo Footedness Questionnaire
Answer each of the following questions as best you can. If you always use one foot to perform the described activity, circle
Ra or La (for right always or left always). If you usually use one foot circle Ru or Lu, as appropriate. If you use both feet
equally often, circle Eq.
Please do not simply circle one answer for all questions, but imagine yourself performing each activity in turn, and then
mark the appropriate answer. If necessary, stop and pantomime the activity.
1.
Which foot would you use to kick a stationary ball at a target straight in front of you?.… La
Lu
Eq
Ru
Ra
2.

If you had to stand on one foot, which foot would it be?................................................... La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

3.

Which foot would you use to smooth sand at the beach?................................................ La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

4.

If you had to step up onto a chair, which foot would you place on the chair first?........... La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

5.

Which foot would you use to stomp on a fast-moving bug?............................................. La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

6.

If you were to balance on one foot on a railway track, which foot would you use?.......... La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

7.

If you wanted to pick up a marble with your toes, which foot would you use?................. La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

8.

If you had to hop on one foot, which foot would you use?............................................... La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

9.

Which foot would you use to help push a shovel into the ground?.................................. La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

10. During relaxed standing, people initially put most of their weight on one foot, leaving…. La

Lu

Eq

Ru

Ra

the other foot slightly bent. Which foot do you put most of your weight on first?
11. Is there any reason (i.e., injury) why you have changed your foot preference for……… YES

NO

(circle one)

NO

(circle one)

any of the above activities?
12. Have you ever been given special training or encouragement to use a particular……... YES
foot for certain activities?
13. If you have answered YES for either question 11 or 12, please explain:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
Please indicate your preferences in the use of hands in the following activities by putting
+ in the appropriate column. Where the preference is so strong that you would never try
to use the other hand unless absolutely forced to, put ++. If in any case you are really
indifferent put + in both columns.
Some of the activities require both hands. In these cases the part of the task, or object,
for which hand preference is wanted is indicated in brackets.
Please try to answer all the questions, and only leave a blank if you have no experience
at all of the task or object.
LEFT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Writing
Drawing
Throwing
Scissors
Toothbrush
Knife (without fork)
Spoon
Broom (upper hand)
Striking match (match)
Open box (lid)

i.
ii.

Which foot do you prefer to kick with?
Which eye do you use when using only one?

L.Q. value: __________
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RIGHT

Appendix C
Verbal Instructions for Force Tracing Study
General
Before the start of the familiarisation trial: “You will be practicing an activity that involves
using your right index finger to push against the disc to match the red line you will see on
the monitor. You’ll be performing 3 blocks of 10 trials. In between the 3 sets, there will be
rest periods of either 3 or 6 minutes.”
At the end of each trial: “Relax for 30 seconds.”
Optimized (OPT) vs. Control (CON) Condition
Optimal factors:
Enhanced expectancies
Autonomy support
External focus
After the baseline set of 25 spTMS
OPT: “Please look at the computer screen throughout each trial. When you hear me say
“go”, begin pushing against the disc to match the red line.
You have been doing really well!
You may choose when to have the shorter rest period of 3 minutes and when to have the
longer rest period of 6 minutes. Would you like to have the longer rest period after the 1st
or 2nd block of 10 trials?
Please focus on the disc as you push harder or lighter.
Standby…go!”
CON: “Please look at the computer screen throughout each trial. When you hear me say
“go”, begin pushing against the disc to match the red line.
It is predetermined when you will be given the shorter rest period of 3 minutes and when
you will be given the longer rest period of 6 minutes. You will be given the longer rest
period of 6 minutes after the X (1st or 2nd) block of 10 trials.
Standby…go!”
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Before the start of the 1st and 2nd blocks
OPT: “Please look at the computer screen throughout each trial. When you hear me say
“go”, begin pushing against the disc to match the red line.
You are still doing very well!
According to your choice, you will be given a rest period of X (3 or 6) minutes after this
block of 10 trials.
Please remember to focus on the disc as you push harder or lighter.
Standby…go!”
CON: “Please look at the computer screen throughout each trial. When you hear me say
“go”, begin pushing against the disc to match the red line.
According to my plan, you will be given a rest period of X (3 or 6) minutes after this block
of 10 trials.
Standby…go!”
Before the start of the 3rd block
OPT: “Please look at the computer screen throughout each trial. When you hear me say
“go”, begin pushing against the disc to match the red line.
Great job!
You have been given rest periods according to your choice for the past two blocks. After
this next block of 10 trials, you will be given another TMS evaluation.
Again, please remember to focus on the disc as you push harder or lighter.
Standby…go!”
CON: “Please look at the computer screen throughout each trial. When you hear me say
“go”, begin pushing against the disc to match the red line.
You have been given rest periods according to my plan for the past two blocks. After this
next block of 10 trials, you will be given another TMS evaluation.
Standby…go!”
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